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Abstract

Muon cooling techniques are surveyed, along with a con-

cise overview of relevant recent R&D.

INTRODUCTION

Muon cooling enables muon colliders and neutrino facto-

ries, and enhances low-energy muon experiments. At high

energies, use of muons rather than electrons substantially

suppresses radiative processes (∝m
−4
lepton

), allowing accelera-

tion and collision in rings — greatly reducing lepton-collider

footprint and cost — as well as more-monochromatic col-

lisions and feasibility at much higher energies (10 TeV or

more) [1]. While muon decay (mean lifetime = 2.2 µs) com-

plicates beam handling, it enables stored-muon-beam neu-

trino factories, the most capable technique for precision

measurements of neutrino oscillation [2].

Figure 1 schematically compares these two types of high-

energy muon facility, for both of which the performance and

cost depend on how well a muon beam can be cooled. They

are seen to have much in common:

• In both designs, a high-intensity (MW-scale), medium-

energy “proton driver” illuminates a high-power capa-

ble target in a heavily shielded enclosure, copiously pro-

ducing charged pions, which decay into intense broad-

band muon beams.

• Bunching and “phase rotation” (reducing the energy

spread by accelerating slower muon bunches and de-

celerating faster ones) prepare the muon beams to be

cooled. The “initial cooling” stage completes the facil-

ity “front end” [3], which is similar if not identical in

the two cases.

• After cooling, the beams are accelerated to the desired

energy and injected into storage rings, where they cir-

culate for O(103) turns.

Rubbia has emphasized the importance of muon colliders

for Higgs-boson studies [4]. To test for physics beyond the

standard model (SM) requires sub-percent measurements of

Higgs branching ratios as well as a precision scan of the reso-

nance lineshape, possible only with s-channel production at

a 125 GeV muon collider. Studies of the Higgs self-coupling

are also needed, requiring a >
∼ TeV muon collider.1 Hints are

emerging for possible new physics in the >
∼ 2 TeV region [5].

Above ≈ 1–2 TeV, the muon collider is arguably the most

capable and cost-effective lepton collider [6].

A natural muon collider staging plan thus emerges [6, 7]:

∗ Work supported by DOE via the Muon Accelerator Program.
† kaplan@iit.edu
1 As time passes and nothing below 1 TeV besides the Higgs is seen at LHC,

comparable measurements with electrons seem increasingly unlikely.
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Figure 1: Neutrino factory (top) / muon collider (bottom)

comparison. The “front end” (muon production, collection,

bunching, phase rotation, and initial cooling) can be very

similar for both. It is followed in a neutrino factory by accel-

eration of the muons to multi-GeV energy and injection into

a storage ring, with long straight sections in which muon

decay forms intense neutrino beams aimed at near and far de-

tectors. For a muon collider, it is followed by 6-dimensional

cooling, bunch coalescence, acceleration (e.g., to 62.5 GeV

for a precision “Higgs Factory”), and injection into a collider

ring, where µ+ and µ− bunches circulate for ∼ 103 turns.

1. Start by building a neutrino factory,2 which can do

competitive physics with no cooling, and ultimately

requires only “initial” cooling by a factor of ∼ 10 in

six-dimensional (6D) emittance.

2. Then upgrade the facility to a 125 GeV “Higgs Factory”

muon collider, requiring O(106) or more emittance

reduction.

3. Then upgrade to a >
∼ TeV collider.

At low energies, cooling can give smaller and more intense

stopping-muon beams [8, 9]. A subject of ongoing R&D at

the Paul Scherrer Institute, it may enable enhanced studies

of muonium spectroscopy, searches for muon–electron con-

version and muonium–antimuonium oscillations, and a test

of antimuon gravity [10], among other measurements [11].

BRIEF HISTORY

Muon colliders have been discussed since the 1960s [12,

13]. The key idea enabling high luminosity — ionization

cooling — came later [14, 15], and its theory was not fully

understood until the 1990s [16].

In the mid-1990s the (“grass roots”) Muon Collider Col-

laboration formed, producing a report on muon colliders

2 The nuSTORM short-baseline muon strorage-ring facility, aimed at pre-

cision cross-section measurements and sterile-neutrino searches, requires

no cooling and no new technology and has been proposed as an even

earlier step [18].
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Figure 2: Cooling “trajectory” in longitudinal and transverse

emittance, with red points showing MAP emittance goals.

for the 1996 Snowmass meeting [19]. The following year

the neutrino factory concept was born [20], leading to a col-

laboration expansion and change of name (to the Neutrino

Factory and Muon Collider Collaboration, NFMCC) [21],

and stimulating a series of neutrino factory feasibility stud-

ies [22–25], workshops [26], and the development of the

Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment [27], among oth-

ers [28, 29]. In 2006 a directed effort to develop a site-

specific muon collider proposal, the Muon Collider Task

Force (MCTF) [30], was initiated at Fermilab. This led the

DOE to request a concerted effort, the Muon Accelerator

Program (MAP) [31], which began in 2011. Sadly, MAP is

now a casualty of the P5 process [32] and is in the midst of

a funding rampdown.

EMITTANCE GOALS

It is useful to enumerate briefly the emittance targets that

have been identified for various physics goals. These are best

understood in terms of “cooling trajectories” on the longitu-

dinal vs. transverse normalized-emittance plane (Fig. 2) [33].

1. As mentioned, an initial neutrino factory configuration

without cooling, producing O(1020) neutrinos/yr, can

be cost-effectively upgraded to O(1021) neutrinos/yr

(in the so-called NuMAX configuration) by adding an

order of magnitude of 6D cooling [6]. This works to-

gether with a dual-use linac that accelerates protons

from 3.0 to 6.75 GeV as part of the proton driver and

then accelerates cooled muons from 1.25 to 5 GeV, re-

quiring muon input transverse and longitudinal emit-

tances of ≈ 3πmm·rad for full acceptance.

2. A Higgs Factory muon collider requires exquisite en-

ergy spread to support a precision Higgs-lineshape

energy scan (ΓSM
Higgs

= 4 MeV). The MAP goal is trans-

verse/longitudinal emittances of ≈ 0.3/1.5πmm·rad,

achieved in a series of “6D” cooling channels, enabling

5×1031 cm−2 s−1 luminosity and 5 MeV energy spread.

3. Above 1 TeV collision energy the MAP goal is trans-

verse/longitudinal emittances of ≈ 0.025/70πmm·rad,

enabling >
∼ 1034 cm−2 s−1 luminosity. Following the

6D cooling channels, these parameters are achieved

by means of “final cooling,” incorporating significant

transverse→longitudinal emittance exchange.

PRINCIPLES OF MUON COOLING

The short lifetime of the muon vitiates all beam-cooling

methods currently in use.3 However, a method almost

uniquely applicable to the muon — ionization cooling [15] —

seems equal to the challenge. In this, muons are made to pass

through an energy absorber of low atomic number (Z) in a

suitable magnetic focusing field; the normalized transverse

emittance ǫ⊥,n then obeys [16]

dǫ⊥,n

ds
≈ −

1

β2

〈

dEµ

ds

〉

ǫ⊥,n

Eµ

+
1

β3

β⊥ (0.014 GeV)2

2 EµmµX0

, (1)

where βc, 〈dEµ/ds〉, β⊥, mµ , and X0 are the muon veloc-

ity, average energy loss per unit length, betatron function

at the absorber, muon mass, and absorber material radia-

tion length. (This is the expression appropriate to the cylin-

drically symmetric case of solenoidal focusing, for which

βx = βy ≡ β⊥ and cooling occurs equally in the x-x
′ and

y-y′ phase planes.) The first term in Eq. 1 is the cooling

term, and the second describes heating due to multiple scat-

tering.4 The heating term is minimized via small β⊥ and

large X0 (low-Z absorber material). For a given cooling-

channel design, an equilibrium emittance is reached when

the heating and cooling terms balance, after which a revised

design with lower β⊥ is required if cooling is to continue.

Somewhat counterintuitively, the optimal momentum for

cooling is found to be ≈ 200 MeV/c [16], near the minimum

of the ionization energy-loss (“dE/dx”) curve in matter [17].

This is a compromise between the heating effects of the

“straggling tail” at higher momentum and the negative slope

of the dE/dx curve below the ionization minimum (creating

problematic, positive feedback for energy-loss fluctuations).

The physics of Eq. 1 is well established, yet engineering

details — or poorly modeled tails of distributions — could

profoundly affect ionization cooling-channel cost and perfor-

mance. This motivates an effort to build and test a realistic

section of cooling channel: the international Muon Ioniza-

tion Cooling Experiment (MICE) [34], discussed in detail

elsewhere [35].

STAGES OF MUON COOLING

Bunching and Phase Rotation

Before the muon beam is cooled one wants to reduce its

∼ 100% initial energy spread. First an energy–time corre-

lation is developed within an RF-free drift region, then the

beam is bunched, then the faster bunches decelerated and

3 I.e., electron and stochastic, laser cooling being in any case inapplicable to

an object without internal degrees of freedom, and synchrotron radiation

being negligible by virtue of the muon’s large mass.
4 There is a direct analogy to synchrotron-radiation cooling, in which

energy loss likewise provides cooling, while the heating is caused by

quantum fluctuations.
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Figure 3: Cartoon of bunching and phase-rotation process.

Figure 4: Lattice cell used for bunching and phase rotation

(accelerating gradient doubled via thin Be cavity windows).

the slower ones accelerated (“phase-rotation”) (Fig. 3) [3].

The lattice of Fig. 4 is used, with a series of RF cavities of

decreasing frequency ranging from ≈ 500 down to 325 MHz.

Initial Cooling

Successful, purely transverse ionization-cooling lattices

were developed by the year 2000 [36], when Neutrino Fac-

tory Feasibility Study II (FS2) was carried out [24]. The FS2

design employed two magnetic-field harmonics, allowing

small β⊥ to be achieved by working between the resulting

“π” and “π/2” resonances. A simplified, more cost-effective

design (Fig. 5) was adopted by the International Design

Study for the Neutrino Factory (IDS-NF) [37]. In contrast

to the bunching and phase rotation lattice of Fig. 4, in these

cooling lattices, alternating solenoid-field directions prevent

the buildup of a net canonical angular momentum due to

energy loss and re-acceleration within a solenoidal field.

(Since solenoids focus in both transverse directions, these

lattices are generically referred to as “FOFO,” in contrast to

FODO alternating-gradient quadrupole lattices.)

The neutrino factory and muon collider designs can be

better unified by employing a six-dimensional (rather than

Figure 5: IDS-NF transverse cooling lattice cell, with alter-

nating solenoids to create low-β regions between RF cavities

and thin, Be-coated LiH absorbers as cavity windows.

Figure 6: Two emittance exchange approaches: small beam

with nonzero momentum spread is converted into more mo-

noenergetic beam with transverse position spread. The re-

verse occurs in “Final Cooling.” (Figure: Muons, Inc.)

Figure 7: (top) HFOFO Snake lattice scheme, combining

tilted solenoids with LiH-wedge and gaseous-hydrogen ab-

sorbers and RF cavities; (bottom) Bz , beam positions, and

dispersion vs. distance along beam axis [38].

transverse) initial cooling lattice, which (as mentioned) also

permits cost savings by allowing a dual-use (proton–muon)

linac. The purely transverse ionization-cooling effect can be

shared among the transverse and longitudinal phase planes

in a lattice in which dispersion causes momentum-dependent

path-length through an absorbing medium (“emittance ex-

change”), e.g., as depicted in Fig. 6. Since, at the large trans-

verse emittance of the initial beam, charge separation would

be challenging, a 6D cooling lattice that works simultane-

ously for both muon charge signs is desirable. This design

challenge is met by the “HFOFO Snake” (Fig. 7) [3, 38], in

which small tilts of the solenoids relative to the beam axis,

in orientations that rotate about the beam axis by 120◦ per

step, create a small, rotating-dipole field component. This
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radius    =    13 m

circonf. = 84.4 m

22.5 deg

“Snake” design:
• Coil diameter 1.0 m
• Max field >10 T

Figure 8: Examples of 6D cooling apparatus that have been shown to work in simulation: (left to right) quadrupole–dipole

ring, “RFOFO” solenoid-focused ring, “RFOFO Guggenheim” helix, helical cooling channel (two versions).

LiH wedge absorber

Liquid hydrogen absorber

Direction of magnetic field

Solenoid coils

Bending magnet

45

Cuts off 1/2 of aperture 

45 deg, R = 52 cm

201.25 MHz cavity

6.678 m
D 0.619 m

D 1.830 m

1.744 m

Figure 9: First successful 6D cooling design: Balbekov’s

“tetra” ring cooler [43].

creates periodic orbits and dispersion that are isomorphic,

with a half-period offset, for the two charges.

Six-Dimensional Cooling

A high-luminosity Higgs Factory (L >
∼ 1032 cm−2 s−1) or

TeV muon collider (L >
∼ 1034 cm−2 s−1) requires a cooling

scheme that reduces both transverse and longitudinal emit-

tances by an overall factor of 106 or more in 6D emittance.

Various approaches to this goal [1, 39, 40] were developed

by the NFMCC, MCTF, and two small R&D firms with

SBIR/STTR funding: Muons, Inc. [41] and Particle-Beam

Lasers (PBL) [42]. Under the MAP program [31], this work

has been continued by many of the same people. Three ap-

proaches were shown to work in simulation (Fig. 8): rings,

helices, and snakes (a fourth, the “Rectilinear FOFO,” is

discussed below). Like transverse-cooling lattices, most 6D-

cooler designs employ superconducting-solenoid focusing

and benefit from the ability of such solenoids to accommo-

date a large beam, generate low β, and focus simultaneously

in both x and y, enabling compact lattices that minimize

muon decay in flight.

The earliest successful example of a 6D cooling channel

was the 4-sided solenoid-focused ring of Balbekov [36, 43],

but it was so tightly packed as to lack space for beam injection

and extraction (Fig. 9). This first “in principle” success led

to the development of the approaches depicted in Fig. 8:

rings with space allocated for the above functions [44, 45],

and helices [46, 47], which can embody the symmetries of

rings, but are open at the ends for beam ingress and egress.

Helical channels, through which each bunch passes only

once, reduce beam loading on absorbers and RF cavities.

They can also provide faster cooling via “tapering”: increas-

ing the focusing strength along the channel, thereby decreas-

ing the equilibrium emittance as the beam is cooled. The

Helical Cooling Channel (HCC), based on a Hamiltonian

theory [46], uses a combination of “Siberian snake”-like

helical dipole and solenoid fields; it also employs a con-

tinuous, high-pressure, gaseous-hydrogen absorber so as

to minimize both the deleterious effects of windows and

(via pressurized RF cavities, discussed below) the length of

the channel. Following the HCC’s invention, its (required)

solenoid, helical dipole, and (desired, for increased accep-

tance) helical quadrupole field components were shown to

arise naturally from a simple sequence of offset current rings

(Fig. 8, far right) [48], which follow the winding path of the

beam envelope around the helix [49]. Simulations of a se-

ries of HCCs have demonstrated cooling to 0.6/0.9 mm·rad

emittances, close to the MAP Higgs Factory goal [49]. The

helical geometry requires two sets of 6D cooling channels

for a muon collider, one for each muon charge sign. The

“HFOFO Snake” channel (Fig. 7) [38], the “least circular”

of these approaches, as mentioned can simultaneously cool

muons of both signs and would thus be followed by a charge

separator in order to feed the 6D channels.

While helical designs have been shown to perform well,

their engineering could be challenging. For example,

“Guggenheim” channels could fill a large volume (Fig. 10)

and require magnetic shielding between turns. This led to a

search for alternatives. Surprisingly, a rectilinear geometry

promising the same cooling performance was found [50],

and its performance borne out by detailed simulation stud-

ies [51]. Figure 11 shows the geometry and a representative

performance plot [52]; a 105 6D cooling factor is achieved,
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Figure 10: To-scale rendering of five periods of Guggenheim

6D cooler; vertical extent is about 20 m.

Figure 11: “Rectilinear FOFO” lattice scheme and example

of its cooling performance [52].

with final emittances 0.28/1.5 mm·rad, exceeding the MAP

Higgs Factory goal.

Final Cooling

After 6D cooling, at the lowest point of the Fig. 2 curve

(labeled “To acceleration for Higgs Factory”), the transverse

emittance is about an order of magnitude too large, and the

muon bunches shorter than necessary, for a high-luminosity

TeV collider; the 6D emittance is an order of magnitude

larger than desired. In principle this gap can be closed with

“final cooling” (Fig. 12) in extremely high-field (30–40 T),

narrow-bore solenoids enclosing LH2 absorbers, in which

transverse cooling can be carried out as the muon momen-

tum is allowed to fall towards the Bragg peak of the dE/dx

curve [17], while the longitudinal emittance grows due to

ε

μ μ β ≈
ε ≈

ε ε

σ

μ

Eμ  may be needed.

β

μ
ε ε

μ
β

ε

ε ε ε ε
ε ε

ε ε ≫
Figure 12: High-field-solenoid “final cooling” lattice cell.

dE/dx positive feedback. Such solenoids should be feasi-

ble using high-temperature superconductor (e.g., Bi-2223

tape) operated at LHe temperature. Despite promising initial

results obtained [53] by a PBL-BNL magnet R&D effort,

given magnetic force and quench issues, further R&D will be

required in order to realize a complete magnet system. (Very

high-field dipoles are also desired in muon collider rings

in order to increase the average luminosity via smaller ring

circumference, giving more collisions per muon lifetime.)

Such a channel has been shown in simulation to approach

the MAP final-emittance goals, falling short by a factor

≈ 2 in transverse emittance if 30 T solenoids are used [54].

This emittance gap might be closed with the use of higher

field. Alternative final-cooling ideas are also under study [55,

56]. These include reverse emittance exchange in wedge

absorbers and transverse ionization cooling in quadrupole-

focused channels [56], which can achieve β∗ < 1 cm.

“Advanced” Cooling Ideas

While the scheme of Fig. 12, and others that have been

studied within MAP, can move from the “Higgs Factory”

emittance point towards larger longitudinal and smaller trans-

verse emittances, they have not been shown to provide the

higher luminosity along with small energy spread at the

Higgs called for by Rubbia [4]. One scheme that could po-

tentially satisfy Rubbia’s requirements is Derbenev’s “Phase-

resonant Ionization Cooling” (PIC), which has been shown

to work in principle but still requires a detailed aberration

correction scheme to be worked out [57]. PIC is based on

the “inverse” of slow extraction: a resonance is used to drive

the beam towards small displacement and large angle, with

ionization-cooling absorbers providing beam angular sta-

bilization (Fig. 13). Other schemes for reaching smaller

emittances have also been proposed [58–60]. Rubbia’s goal

provides an excellent challenge for next-generation studies.

FRICTIONAL COOLING

The schemes described above all work at momenta well

above the dE/dx Bragg peak, and most operate at γ β ≈ 2,

near the ionization minimum. An entirely different approach

seeks to exploit the much higher ionization energy-loss rate

near the Bragg peak (γ β ≈ 0.01) [17] but must cope with

significant challenges (e.g., sufficiently rapid acceleration,

making windows thin enough to overcome multiple scatter-

ing, and avoiding high-voltage breakdown in gas, or elec-
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x′

x

xx const′ =

Absorbers
Optics to restore parallel 
beam envelope

Figure 13: (Left) PIC-induced hyperbolic beam motion in

horizontal plane; (right) PIC lattice concept.

tron multiplication in thin foils). This “frictional cooling”

regime has been studied experimentally [61] and R&D con-

tinues [11,62]. A potential conceptual advance, the “particle

refrigerator” [63], seeks to increase frictional cooling chan-

nel energy acceptance by two to three orders of magnitude,

could lead to very compact high-flux muon sources, and may

also be applicable to decelerating and cooling other particle

species besides muons [64]. In contrast to the schemes dis-

cussed previously, by taking advantage of the positive slope

of the dE/dx curve just below the Bragg peak, frictional

cooling can cool directly in 6D, without emittance exchange.

R&D ISSUES

High-Field Solenoids

Since muon ionization cooling depends on strongly fo-

cusing muons as they traverse material, high-field magnets

are a requirement for low emittance to be achieved. The

6D cooling channels studied by MAP achieve their goals

using solenoids wound with NbTi or Nb3Sn conductor. To

go beyond those goals will require high-temperature (HTS)

magnets (as already discussed in the “final cooling” context).

The PBL-BNL progress on such magnets [53] (achieving

15 T — a world record for an all-HTS magnet) is thus quite

encouraging and bodes well both for final cooling and for

extension of existing 6D cooling-lattice designs to yet lower

emittances. The continued development of such magnets

is anticipated for other purposes [65] and will be closely

watched by muon-cooling proponents.

RF Technology

A “cost driver” for muon accelerator facilities is RF ac-

celeration. Most ionization cooling channel designs require

operation of RF cavities in multi-tesla fields, precluding the

use of superconducting cavities. To accommodate the large

initial beam sizes, the lowest cavity frequencies are typically

in the ballpark of 200–325 MHz; however, much of the R&D

is done on “1/4-scale” (805 MHz) prototypes. (These are not

only easier to fabricate, test, and modify, but are also similar

to those that would be used in later stages of the cooling sys-

tem, where the beam is smaller.) Cavity electrical efficiency

is maximized by “pillbox” geometry, with apertures closed

by thin conductive windows (Fig. 14) — a technique suitable

Figure 14: (left) MICE prototype 201 MHz cavity; (right)

photo of curved beryllium window for 805 MHz cavity.

only for muons. For a given input power or maximum sur-

face electric field, closed-aperture cavities have twice the

on-axis accelerating gradient of standard, open-cell cavities.

They incur the possible penalty of focused surface-emitted

electrons from one window being accelerated across the gap

and damaging the window opposite.

While the maximum magnetic field on the RF-cavity win-

dows in the MICE cooling lattice is about 2 T, in later cooling

stages, where lower equilibrium emittance requires stronger

focusing, the field is many times stronger. Early data ob-

tained by the NFMCC on an 805 MHz copper cavity operated

in a solenoidal magnetic field [66] indicated that beyond a

limiting accelerating gradient, damaging sparks occurred,

degrading the cavity conditioning. The observed loss in

accelerating gradient ranged up to a factor ≈ 3 at 4 T. How-

ever, more recent cavities display a far less egregious behav-

ior [67], and the early results now appear to have been related

to coupler arrangement and other design details that have

since been improved. Thus cavity operation in multi-tesla

magnetic field seems no longer a potential showstopper [68].

This is one of the major pieces of recent progress in muon

cooling R&D.

Cavities pressurized with hydrogen gas were initially pro-

posed as a means of raising operating gradients via the

Paschen effect [69]. They were subsequently found to mit-

igate magnetic-field-induced gradient degradation as well

(Fig. 15) [70]. As mentioned, used aggressively, they enable

the continuous, “combined-function,” HCC cooling chan-

nels in which the ionization energy loss and re-acceleration

take place simultaneously throughout the length of the chan-

nel [46, 69]. A less ambitious application has also been sug-

gested: using them in a “conventional” ionization-cooling

channel (e.g., those of Figs. 7 and 11) with just enough hy-

drogen pressure to overcome any magnetic-field-induced

degradation [71]. In pressurized cavities a potential pit-

fall is cavity loading due to acceleration of ionization elec-

trons [72]; theory and experimental studies show that this

can be overcome via a small (0.01%) admixture of elec-

tronegative gas [67, 72, 73].
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Figure 15: Observed dependence of maximum safe surface

electric field in GH2-pressurized 805 MHz cavity vs. hy-

drogen density and pressure for various electrode materials.

Molybdenum electrodes were tested without (green points)

and with (magenta) a 3 T axial field, with no observed degra-

dation in maximum safe electric field [70].

System Tests

As mentioned, the MICE experiment is assembling a cool-

ing cell and testing it in a muon beam, which will go a long

way towards establishing the feasibility of the ionization

cooling technique. Beyond MICE, it will be desirable, or

even essential, to demonstrate the performance of the chosen

6D cooling lattice, as well as PIC or whichever advanced

technique is chosen to go beyond the MAP emittance specs.

CONCLUSIONS

Muon cooling looks feasible, both for neutrino factories

and muon colliders. Promising designs for these facilities

have been conceived. The neutrino factory has been shown

to be the best future facility for the precision study of neu-

trino oscillation and the search for non-standard neutrino

physics. Muon colliders remain compelling and have been

proposed by Rubbia as especially well suited for the pre-

cision study of the Higgs, provided the luminosity can be

increased over that of the MAP Higgs Factory design. The

latter would thus benefit from new cooling ideas that go be-

yond “conventional” ionization cooling; appealing solutions

have been proposed and are the subject of ongoing work.

A premature end of this U.S. R&D program has however

been dictated by the P5 committee. In light of interest in

Europe [74], it is hoped that muon-cooling research will

nevertheless continue to be pursued.
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